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The Economic Value of Controlling an Invasive Shrub

Recent interest in the valuation of ecosystem services has provided tools for assessing the costs of invasive species in natural areas. This study evaluates the economic impacts of tamarisk (Tamarix sp.), an invasive woody shrub, on societally-valued ecosystem services in its naturalized range. Tamarisk, intentionally introduced from Eurasia, has invaded most riparian areas of the arid and semiarid western United States. In its naturalized range, tamarisk consumes more water than native vegetation, with significant economic implications in a region marked by water scarcity. Tamarisk also increases sedimentation in river channels, leading to increased frequency and severity of flood damage. Conservative economic estimates of these impacts indicate that the annual costs of tamarisk to the western United States total USD 280–450 ha–1. Eradicating the invader and restoring native riparian communities throughout the region would cost approximately USD 7400 ha–1. Full recovery of these costs, even with a highly conservative benefits estimate, would occur in as few as 17 years, after which the societal, ecological, and economic benefits of restoration would continue to accrue indefinitely.

INTRODUCTION

The increasing interest in “nature’s services” (1) has prompted several efforts to estimate the monetary value of societal benefits provided by natural ecosystems (2–4). Many of these studies have estimated the global or regional values of services such as waste recycling and pollination, and of biopshere components such as fresh water and fertile soil. Few, though, have enlisted the tools of ecosystem service valuation in order to guide decisions to invest funds in the management and restoration of human-impacted ecosystems (3). The assigning of value to elements of the natural world regarded by most as priceless has aroused well-justified suspicion (1). If nature has finite value, skeptics reason, it becomes possible for economics to favor a decision to sacrifice it. However, decisions in modern times have if anything consistently assigned too little value to natural services that we now have the tools to grant full consideration. When funds are scarce, and social and ecological arguments alone are not sufficient to impel expenditures on conservation, economic measures of the value of restored ecosystems can provide crucial catalysts for management action (3).

Biological invasions now rank among the world’s greatest threats to native ecosystems. The prevention and control of invasions, however, can be extremely costly and therefore require economic justification. Economic analyses of invasions have stimulated a few efforts to manage harmful invasives on a regional scale (3, 5–7). More such studies are badly needed to inform further management decisions, as well as to illustrate the nature and magnitude of impacts that invasions have on society. I present here a case study of how the invasion of riparian areas in the western United States by tamarisk shrubs (Tamarix sp.) has impacted the delivery of ecosystem services. I evaluate the costs to the region of lost water supplies and flood protection, two important natural services to the region that the invader has impaired. I compare these costs to the expense of mounting a regional campaign to remove tamarisk and restore native riparian plant communities. The case of tamarisk illustrates that the eradication of an established invader can require enormous expenditures. However, this case also illustrates that despite its high costs, a campaign to eradicate harmful invaders can yield net economic gains as well as considerable ecological and societal benefits.

Scholars refer to the 100th meridian as the “edge of arid America” (8) (Fig. 1). To the west of this line, rainfall drops below 450 mm yr–1 and virtually all agriculture becomes dependent on irrigation. Large areas of the region, including much of Nevada, Arizona, and southern California, receive less than 200 mm yr–1. In these arid lands, riparian areas and surface waters harbor a disproportionate amount of the region’s biological diversity and provide stopover habitat and water sources for wildlife ranging from migratory birds to bighorn sheep (9). These same areas are experiencing explosive human population growth rates, with accompanying increases in demand for water, hydropower, recreational opportunities, and aesthetic values (10) (Table 1). Some regions of the southwest—notably, the lower Colorado River—are already in imminent danger of falling short of their growing populations’ need for water (10, 11). Meanwhile, long-term warming driven by global increases in atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations are expected to reduce water availability in the region by as much as 20% (12). The ecological and economic stakes of protecting waterways and riparian areas in the arid western states are hence extremely high. Explicit valuation of the losses associated with tamarisk, which directly impacts the functioning of western riparian systems and the delivery of water throughout the region, is an important step to guiding management action as the invader continues to advance.

THE INTRODUCTION AND SPREAD OF TAMARISK

Thicket-forming members of the Tamarix species complex were intentionally introduced to North America from their native Eurasian range as ornamentals, windbreaks, and agents of erosion control in the mid-19th century (13–15). In the last 50 years,
tamarisk has spread rapidly into nearly every perennial drain-
age in the arid and semiarid regions of the western United States (Fig. 1). It has benefitted from human interference with the natu-
ral flood cycles of rivers, invading dammed waterways with par-
ticular speed (16). To date, it has replaced native riparian forest and scrub communities in 470 000–650 000 ha of riparian floodplain habitat in 23 states, from sea level to 2500 m (16, 17).
It is especially pervasive in the dry, southwestern states of Ari-
izona, New Mexico, west Texas, Nevada, Utah, and southern California, but is also widespread in the Rocky Mountain states, the western Plains states, and parts of Oregon and Idaho. While less information exists on its naturalized range outside of the United States, tamarisk is known to occur throughout large ar-
eas of northwestern Mexico (18).

Tamarisk possesses many classic weedy characteristics to which it owes its rapid spread and effective displacement of native vegetation. It produces tremendous numbers of seeds which germinate quickly in a wide range of conditions, and the result-
ning plants can grow rapidly, up to 4 cm day–1 (16, 19, 20). In the process, tamarisk plants consume tremendous quantities of water and draw salts up to the surface from deep in the soil. These salts, secreted on the invader’s leaves, give rise to increas-
ingly saline soils not tolerated by native riparian species, such as Goodding willow (Salix gooddingii) and Fremont cottonwood (Populus fremontii) (21). Tamarisk can tolerate both drought and flooding to degrees that native species cannot (22, 23). It can withstand submersion for up to 3 months, but it can also sur-
vive prolonged desiccation and is more able than native species to establish in areas with deep zones of permanent water avail-
ability (15). Fire may also be assisting the spread of tamarisk, both because the invader resprouts readily from belowground parts, and because the accumulation of its litter increases the probability of fire and salinizes the soil when fires do occur (24, 25).

At present, tamarisk continues to expand its range and may have spread as much as 200 000 ha during 1989–1999 (18). In particular, it has made recent advances into higher elevations in arid regions and into wetter areas such as central California and the Texas Gulf Coast. Long-term warming and drying trends are likely to further expand the potential range of the invader north, uphill, and into regions of higher rainfall (Zavaleta and Royval, unpubl. data).

THE IMPACTS OF TAMARISK ON ECOSYSTEM SERVICES
In the arid western states, municipalities, farmers, the hydro-
power industry, fishermen, and other recreationists all clamor for access to surface and groundwater. Tamarisk stands, with their dense and leafy canopies and rapid growth rates, consume wa-
ter more rapidly than native vegetation, drawing down water-
tables, drying desert springs, and lowering river flow rates and lake levels (15, 20, 26). Nearly 20 studies of transpiration rates by tamarisk and native riparian species have been conducted (26). Transpiration rates vary with weather, stand density, and water availability, but under no condition has tamarisk been found to transpire less than native vegetation. On average, after accounting for possible returns of transpired water to the region, tamarisk stands consume 3000 to 4600 m3 ha–1 yr–1 more water than the native vegetation that they replace. Marginal water losses to tamarisk are hence comparable to annual precipitation totals, which remain below 4500 m3 ha–1 yr–1 throughout the in-
vaded region and below 2000 m3 ha–1 yr–1 in much of it.

Tamarisk also increases the area covered by riparian vegeta-
tion in two ways. It reaches deeper for groundwater farther from waterways, and it builds up banks and islands, which it then colo-
nizes, through sediment capture (27). Tamarisk invasion there-
fore represents not only a ha-per-ha replacement of less thirsty vegetation by a species that consumes more water; it also in-
creases the extent of heavily vegetated (and therefore heavily transpiring) areas near waterways. Given estimates of tamarisk’s current areal extent (470 000–650 000 ha) and marginal water
losses associated with its invasion (3000-4600 m$^3$ ha$^{-1}$ yr$^{-1}$), tamarisk currently costs the western United States approximately 1.4-3.0 billion m$^3$ of water every year. The economic losses associated with this transpiration loss include consumptive uses by households and irrigators as well as nonconsumptive uses like hydroelectric power generation and fishing. In a region of plentiful water, the marginal value of water lost to tamarisk might be negligible, but in an environment of shortage, where there are real, positive costs associated with replacing the water lost to tamarisk, its marginal value is considerable.

A second major impact of tamarisk on the functioning of riparian ecosystems concerns flood control. When tamarisk invades a riparian corridor, it establishes in dense and extensively rooted thickets. These qualities—the same ones that make it a valuable tool for erosion control—also cause tamarisk to stabilize and trap sediment on sandbars, riverbanks, and midstream islands (28). Steady accretion enlarges banks and islands, narrowing river channels and reducing their waterholding capacity. These effects are not subtle: the Brazos River in Texas, for example, has narrowed nearly 90 m since its invasion by tamarisk in about 1940 (27). Comparisons of current aerial photographs with those taken by John Wesley Powell’s 1871 expedition, show that the Green River in Utah’s Canyonlands National Park has narrowed by almost a third since tamarisk reached it near the end of the 19th century (29).

When storms and rapid snowmelt cause western rivers to rise, the reduced capacity of tamarisk-infested channels leads to flooding at lower river stages than was the case before invasion. When these flood waters flow over the banks of infested rivers, the density of the exotic vegetation traps debris and impedes downstream flow, backing up water and exacerbating flooding. Major flooding in Arizona in 1977–1979, with damages exceeding USD 150 million (18), first drew attention to tamarisk’s role in worsening the frequency and severity of flood damage.

The negative impacts on wildlife of the displacement of native plant communities by dense, monospecific tamarisk stands are substantial. In short, tamarisk lacks palatable fruits and seeds, fails to harbor plant-eating insects that insectivorous birds, reptiles, and mammals can eat, occurs in high-density stands with little structural or microclimatic diversity, and is too small in stature or limb size to support large birds such as raptors and woodpeckers (30). In the southwestern deserts, tamarisk dries up springs and oases—necessary habitat and water sources for wildlife ranging from bighorn sheep and quail to endangered pupfishes (9, 20, 30). Losses of insect diversity and abundance associated with tamarisk also compromise pollinator services, crucial and economically valuable inputs to crop production (31). Despite controversy over the importance of tamarisk stands to the endangered Southwest willow flycatcher (Empidonax traillii extimus), available evidence indicates that native riparian vegetation provides superior habitat to the songbird (32–34). Protecting flycatcher populations during restoration from tamarisk to native stands will, however, require careful planning.

**Table 1. Three planned Metropolitan Water District projects that could be avoided through Tamarix eradication.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Annual water yield (m$^3$)</th>
<th>Cost (USD 1000 m$^{-3}$)</th>
<th>Total cost over 55-year lifespan (USD mill. 1998)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>55-year All American Canal Lining Agreement</td>
<td>8.35 million</td>
<td>25.73</td>
<td>118.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-year Coachella Canal Lining</td>
<td>3.17 million</td>
<td>41.07</td>
<td>71.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural Drainage Water Desalting</td>
<td>185–370 million</td>
<td>120–128</td>
<td>1300–3010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total combined costs:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1180–3200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: J. Matusak (Metropolitan Water District), unpublished

**Table 2. Annual values of irrigation water lost to Tamarix by subregion.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subregion</th>
<th>Water value$^1$ (USD 1998 1000 m$^{-3}$)</th>
<th>Total annual losses (USD 1998)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>low$^2$</td>
<td>high$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>11.80</td>
<td>698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas High Plains</td>
<td>43.00</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma$^6$</td>
<td>43.00</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocky Mountains</td>
<td>12.70</td>
<td>24.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ogallala region (Kansas, South Dakota, eastern Colorado)</td>
<td>52.50</td>
<td>59.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho and Wyoming</td>
<td>13.10</td>
<td>19.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico, Texas$^7$, Great Basin</td>
<td>11.80</td>
<td>11.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^1$ All values are adjusted to 1998 dollars using the general U.S. CPI.
$^2$ Crop values were not selected because farm input prices reflect price changes in a number of categories. The value of a unit of water is not expected to change in response to Tamarix control because the proportional change in water supply due to eradication would be small. Lowest and highest reported values, respectively, for 1000 m$^3$ of water in the specified region. Per-unit economic values of water reflect both crop type and weather.
$^3$ Low estimates of annual lost irrigation water value for the specified region are calculated using only the lowest unit water value reported for each region, and using the low estimates of Tamarix areal extent and water use.
$^4$ High estimates for each region are calculated using a weighted average of 80% low per-unit water value and 20% high per-unit water value, reflecting an approximate distribution of crops typically grown in the western United States (36). The values reported here were calculated using the higher estimate of Tamarix areal extent and the mean value of its water use reported across all studies.
$^5$ No values were available in the literature for Oklahoma, which is assumed to share agricultural characteristics of the Texas High Plains; and for the arid Great Basin and Chihuahuan desert regions, which are conservatively assumed to share Arizona’s lowest water value for all crops.

**THE COSTS OF TOLERATING TAMARISK**

While techniques exist for the assigning of value to nonmarket ecosystem services such as wildlife protection and aesthetic value, a conservative assessment of recoverable economic damage by tamarisk must begin with market goods and services. I used current, measurable market values to estimate tamarisk’s economic impacts on water supplies for municipalities, farmers, and hydropower generation, and on flood control as a conservative first approximation of the invader’s regional economic impacts.

**Municipal Water Losses**

Two urban areas in the region affected by tamarisk are actively pursuing, at significant cost, schemes to augment their water supplies: southern California’s Metropolitan Water District (including Los Angeles) and the four major cities of central Arizona (Phoenix, Tucson, Scottsdale, and Mesa) (18). In each case, additional water generated by replacing tamarisk with native vegetation would help to meet municipal water demands.

An estimated 260–570 mill. m$^3$ of water that otherwise would be available to southern California are lost every year through transpiration by tamarisk on the Colorado River. Meanwhile, the Metropolitan Water District (MWD) has had to turn to purchasing extra water from farmers with priority water rights and to long-term, costly schemes to augment its water supplies. Three
planned MWD projects that would conserve and desalinate agricultural water in order to make it available for municipal use could provide the same 260–570 mill. m$^3$ yr$^{-1}$ of water at a cost of USD 22–58 mill. yr$^{-1}$ (Table 1). If the water currently lost to tamarisk were recovered through eradication of the invader, all or nearly all of the costs associated with these projects could be avoided. These costs therefore represent the annual value of the water lost to tamarisk from the Colorado River system alone.

Near Arizona’s major cities, municipal users also compete with farmers for water supplies. An open water market exists in the area in which utility companies purchase and fallow agricultural land in order to increase water supplies to sell to municipal users (18; and pers. comm.). The mean price paid for this land is just over USD 120 per 1000 m$^3$ of water recovered through fallowing (18). Tamarisk has infested 13 000–17 000 ha along the Salt and Gila Rivers and their tributaries near Arizona’s big cities (18), consuming 4.0–7.9 mill. m$^3$ more water than the native vegetation it replaced. The value of this water, based on the current market value of land purchased to replace it through fallowing is, hence, USD 4.9–9.6 mill. each year. The total value of southern California and Arizona municipal water supplies lost to tamarisk every year is an estimated USD 26–67 million.

### Agricultural Water Losses

Throughout tamarisk’s naturalized range, agriculture relies on irrigation either to allow the growing of less drought-tolerant crops or to increase yields to profitable levels (18). Several reviews of work on the marginal value of water used for agricultural irrigation provide region- and crop-specific estimates for much of the tamarisk’s range (35–38). Most of these studies subtract all nonwater inputs to crop production from the total revenue generated by a crop, then treat the residual as the value of the water that went into the crop. Crop-specific values for 1000 m$^3$ of water range from under USD 17 for some grain crops to over USD 650 for specialty crops like melons (Table 2). The estimated annual value of water lost to irrigators because of tamarisk’s water consumption ranges from USD 38 mill., for the lowest water values in each state, to USD 120 mill. for crop-weighted water values (36).

### Hydropower Generation

In most of the western United States, water recovered through tamarisk eradication would most likely be removed for agricultural end-uses. Since this water would be withdrawn immediately from surface flows for irrigation, it would not have the opportunity to provide instream use values. In the Colorado River system, however, the highest-valued end use is by downstream municipal users. The optimal course of action would leave upstream water generated by tamarisk eradication in the river, allowing it to generate instream flow values, such as hydropower, as it travels to southern California.

Four dams on the lower Colorado River generate hydroelectric power to growing energy markets in the southwestern United States. Each is able to generate a given amount of electricity, based on the dam’s height, per m$^3$ of water that drops through its turbines. The costs of providing this electricity through alternative means, such as coal-fired steam or gas turbine generation, have been estimated at USD 60–146 per 1000 m$^3$ (37). Specific estimates are available of the value of water for electricity generation at each of the 4 dams on the lower Colorado. Based on these findings and the calculated areas of tamarisk infection above each of the dams, the value of hydropower generation lost to the invader is approximately USD 16–44 mill. yr$^{-1}$ (Table 3).

### Flood Control Losses

In 1989, a consulting firm employed an Army Corps of Engineers hydrological flow model to simulate the effects of tamarisk on flood events in 2 major rivers of the western United States (18). They extrapolated their results to other invaded areas and developed economic damage estimates associated with the presence of tamarisk. Their figures represent at best a rough estimate of the flood control costs associated with tolerating tamarisk. Nevertheless, their estimates are conservative for at least three reasons. First, they considered 90%, not 100%, removal of tamarisk and considered damages based on the 1989, not the larger 1999 areal extent of the invader along rivers. Second, their study ignored the effect of long-term channel narrowing by tamarisk and considered only the increased resistance of dense tamarisk thickets to overbank flow. Channel narrowing arguably has the greatest impact on flood damages because by substantially reducing channel capacity, it greatly increases the likelihood that overbank flow will occur at all. Finally, economic flood damage estimates reflect the amount of urban, agricultural, and other development that exists in river floodplains. With rapid population expansion, development within the boundaries of potential flood areas is likely to have increased since their 1989 study. Converting these results to 1998 USD yields an estimate of the average impact of tamarisk on flood damages of USD 52 mill. yr$^{-1}$.

### COMPARING THE COSTS AND BENEFITS OF RESTORATION

In total, the presence of tamarisk in the western United States will cost an estimated annual USD 127–291 mill. in lost ecosystem services (Table 4). This loss amounts to USD 284–447 ha$^{-1}$ of land currently infested by the invader. These represent the benefits to be recovered by removing tamarisk from its current naturalized range and restoring native riparian communities in its place.
Highly successful tamarisk eradication and revegetation projects conducted on a local scale have ranged in cost from USD 500 ha\(^{-1}\) in central Texas, where post-planting care of the native species replacing tamarisk is unnecessary, to over USD 12 000 ha\(^{-1}\) in the most arid pockets of the southwest, where several years of watering of native transplants must take place to ensure their establishment (39). Tamarisk is a candidate for biocontrol with imported insects (34, 40), but until this approach has been more thoroughly tested it cannot be considered a substitute for the prevailing, conventional methods.

I evaluated the costs of controlling tamarisk and restoring native communities based on a comprehensive, 20-year program of planning, eradication, revegetation, and monitoring (Table 5). Initial site evaluation, which typically costs USD 75–125 ha\(^{-1}\) would guide the selection of native species to plant, minimizing the costs associated with revegetation failure (39). The actual removal of tamarisk through cutting and root plowing the following year would cost approximately USD 145 ha\(^{-1}\). The hand application of relatively expensive, but environmentally safe, water-based herbicides to root stumps in years 3 to 6 would minimize the chances of resprouting and seed germination at an estimated cost of slightly over USD 1500 ha\(^{-1}\) (39).

While revegetation costs vary substantially, the mean cost per ha is likely to be low because economies of scale drastically reduce costs (18); initial site evaluation will guide selection of the most suitable species for each location; some areas such as the near-bank portions of tamarisk-narrowed rivers will not be revegetated at all; and recent, successful programs in arid areas have been able to revegetate for well under USD 5000 (41). I computed a mean value of just under USD 5000 ha\(^{-1}\) over years 7 to 14 for greenhouse rearing, transplanting, and watering of native trees and shrubs. Finally, monitoring the course of revegetation and checking for recolonization by tamarisk typically add 10\% to a project’s costs (39), approximately USD 680 ha\(^{-1}\) in this case.

The 20-year total cost of this program is USD 7400 ha\(^{-1}\), approximately USD 2400 more than the most successful eradication campaign currently underway in the region (41). At a discount rate of 0\%, these control costs would be offset by economic benefits within 17–26 years of the invader’s initial removal (Table 6). Since initial removal occurs at the beginning of the restoration process, benefits essentially keep pace with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discount rate (%)</th>
<th>Number of years(^1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>17–26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>17–28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>17–29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>17–31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>16–34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>16–39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>16–50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) The range in values reflects the range in estimates of the annual benefits that would be associated with tamarisk removal. Because control costs are incurred gradually over 20 years and benefits begin to accrue near the beginning of this period (tamarisk is removed in year 2), benefits recovered within the first 18 years would immediately offset control costs.
control costs throughout the range of estimated annual benefit values (USD 248–447 ha\(^{-1}\)). At discount rates of 1–6%, benefits keep pace with costs at the high end of the range of benefit estimates. If benefits fall in the low range of estimates, the number of years required to recover costs is sensitive to discount rate and ranges from 28 to 51 years (8 to 31 years after the completion of eradication and revegetation). After control and restoration costs have been offset by the accumulating benefits of restored riparian ecosystems in the region, these benefits would continue to accrue indefinitely.

**IMPLICATIONS**

While further research and planning would have to precede the adoption of a program of *Tamarix* eradication in the United States, this study illustrates the likelihood that such a course of action would have clear benefits, economically as well as socially and ecologically. Additional studies of this kind may help to establish that the worsening global problem of biological invasions is likely to be accompanied by serious—and quantifiable—economic damage to the services that natural ecosystems provide.

Economics cannot be the sole measure of the worth of a species, nor the single tool used to guide decisions about ecosystem management. However, when social and ecological arguments already militate in favor of a particular action, the finding that economics also favor it makes a compelling case to pursue it. The findings presented here can be considered only preliminary and incomplete estimates of the costs and benefits that controlling *Tamarix* would incur. The execution of an eradication and restoration campaign would require a detailed partitioning of benefits and costs, perhaps to groups whose responsibility to contribute to control costs may be unclear such as farmers and floodplain residents. The practical challenges of eliminating *Tamarix* in a coordinated way from throughout its naturalized range (which includes northern Mexico) while preventing recolonization are not trivial.

Conversely, the economic importance of many potential benefits of tamarisk eradication and restoration, from decreased water salinity and groundwater pumping costs to improved recreational revenues, crop pollination, and support for native wildlife, have not yet been evaluated. These values would only strengthen the economic argument in favor of control. The results presented here, hence, strongly suggest that an economic motivation can be added to social and ecological arguments for aggressively eliminating *Tamarix* from the western United States and restoring the native riparian forests and shrublands that it has displaced over the last century.
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